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On the thermodynamics of fluids . with nonlocai · interactions: 
a nonlocal view of phase boundaries 

D. G. B. EDELEN (BETHLEEM) 

A PHENOMENOLOGICAL theory of equilibrium of one-component fluids 4s developed . under · the 
assumption that the free energy density is a function of temperature, density and functionals of 
the density. Consistency with previouS "gradient" models is demonstrated in that such models 
obtain from appropriate truncations or approximations of the functional arguments of the fr-ee 
energy density. Conditions for mechanical and thermodynamic tiquilibrium are obtained. Jnter
pretations of the· nonlocal quantities are then derived on the basis of the forms of these eqUi
librium conditions. It is shown that the results of.classical thermodynamics are obtained when 
due account is taken of the nonlocal nature of the thermodynamic potential functions. Detail 
structuring of "phase boundaries" and externally imposed boundaries are· obtained when the 
nonlocal interac.1tions are assumed to be of short range. Formula are also obtained for surface 
tension and the surface excesses when a Gibbsian construct of ideal homogeneous phas~ is 
introduced as a comparison configuration. 

Fenomenologiczna teoria r6wnowagi cieczy jednoskladnikawych opracowana zostala przy zalo
i:eniu, 7.e g~to8C energii swobodnej jest funkcj~ temperatury, ~toSci i funkcjonal6w ~toSci. 
Wykazano, i:e zgodnosc z poprzednimi modelan.tV "gradientowymi" otrzymuje · si~ przez od
powiednie obci~ia Jub aproksym,acje funkcjonaJnych argument6w ~toSci energii swobodnej. 
Otrzymano warunki r6wnowagi mechanicznej i termodynamicznej. Na ich podstawie prte
prowadzono interpretacj~ wielko8ci nielokalnych. Wykazano, i;e wyniki klasycznej termodyna
miki moma otrzymac, je8li uwzgl~i si~ nielokaln~ natur~ termodynamicznych funkcji poten
cjalnych. Szczeg6low(l konstrukc~ "granic faz" oraz brzeg6w narzuconych z zewn(ltrz otrzymano 
przy zaloieniu, :ie oddzialywania nielokalne s~ kr6tkiego zasic;gu. Otrzymano r6wnieZ wmry 
na napi~ie powierzchniowe i na nadmiar powierzchni, gdy jako: konfiguracj~ por6wnaw~ 
wprowadzono Gibbsowsk(l id~ idealnych jednorodnych faz. 

<l>eHOMCHOJIOrHqeCJ<a.R TeOpH.R paBHOBeCH.R O~OKOMIIOHeHTHbiX >K~OCTeH paapa6oTaHa. npH 
npe,wiOJIO>KeHHH, qro nJIOTHOCTb CBoOOAHOH :mepnm .RBJI.ReTC.R cl>YHKUHeii TeMnepaTYpbi, 
nJIOTHOCTH H cl>YJU<UHOHaJIOB nJIOTHOCTH. ,l(OK338HO, t.rro COBna~eHHe C npe~myiiUIMJI , ,rpa
~eHTHbiMH" MO~e.JI.RMH nonyqaeTC.R nyTeM COOTBeTCTBYIOil.UIX o6pe30B iiJIH annpoi<CHMaJUrii 
ct>yHI<IUioHa.m.HLIX apryMeHToB rmO'l'HoCTH cso6oAHo:H 3Hepnm. IIo.nyqeHLI yCJioBH.R MexaaH
~:~ea<oro H. TepMOJnfllaMIAeCJ<oro pasaoseCH.R. Ha HX ocaose npose~eaa HHTePnpeTai.UUI He
JIOKa.m.HbiX BeJIHtiHH. ,l(OK338HO, liTO pe3y.m.TaTbi l<JISC~eCl<OH TepMOJnfii8MHKH MO>KHO no
nyqHTL, eCJIH yqHTbmaeTc.R HeJioi<a.m.Ha.R npHpo~a TepMO.rnm~eCJ<HX nore~a.m.HLIX 4>YHK
l.Ufif:. IIo~po6Hoe noCTpoeHHe ,rp~ ct>aa" H rp~ 3a~amn.IX H3BHe nonyqeHo npH ripe~
noJio>KeHHH, liTO HeJIOKa.m.Hbie B3aHMO~CHCTBH.R HMCIOT MaJibiH pa,tulyc ~eHCTBH.R. IJonyqeHLI 
TO>Ke cl>opMyJibi WIH nosepXHOCTHOro HST.R>KCHIDI H .z:t1IH H36bJTK3 nOBepXHOCm, KOrrol B BH,D;e 
CpaBHHTeJThHOH KOHcl>HrypaiU{H BBC,lleHa H~e.R rlf66ca o6 H.z:tea.m.HbiX OAHOPO.ztHI>IX ct>aaax. 

1. ,Introduction 

ALTHOUGH a multiple phase system is known not to have sharp surfaces of dem..'lrca
tion between its phases, the modeling by GIBBS [1] of a phase boundary as a surface with 
a sharp discontinuity has proven markedly successful for a large class of problems. How
ever, when questions are posed as to the structure and physical properties of the transi
tion region between two phases, the Gibbsian construct must and does fail because the 
discontinuity model can provide no information about what is precluded by the modeL 
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30 D. G. B. EDELEN 

Attempts to rectify this intrinsic although often unimportant deficiency of the Gibbsian 
construct fall into two basic categories. The first of'these is based upon the assumption 
that specific interfacial forces operate within the transition ·region, such as interfacial stres
ses of the classical sort [2, 3, 4, 5]. The second~.class consists &f the theories which assume 
that the energy of a mass element within the interface depends explicitly on the gradient 
of the density as well as on the mass and the entropy content of the element [6, 7, 8, 9, 
10, 11]. Models of this latter class usually result in third and higher order stress tensors. 

The Gibbsian and the two alternative classes of formulations contain one basic ingre
dient in common; they all assume that the energy density (or free energy density or en
thalpy density, etc.) at a point interior to the system is determined by the values of the 
thermodynamic state variables (such as density, temperature, density gradient, etc.) at 
the same point of the system. Stated another way, the thermodynamic potential functions 
are functions of the local values of the thermodynamic state variables. The theory present
ed here takes the other po'int of view; namely, that the thermodyn~mic potential functions 
are determined by the values of the thermodynamic state variables throughout the body. 
Thus, for instance, the internal energy can depend upon the density throughout the body 
in such a fashion as to reflect the intermolecular forces which are known to be present in 
any real fluid, solid or gas. In.fact, it will be shown that the "nonlocal" models given here 
provide a natural formulation in terms of such interparticle forces and lead to identifica
tions of the effects of such forces directly from the conditions for mechanical and thermo
dynamic equilibrium. A phenomenologicaJ formalism is thus provided whereby the struc
ture of a transition region between phases can be modeled directly in terms of the inter
molecular potentials which are known to structure such transition regions. Further, for 
mixtures of several constituents, one or more of which exhibit orientation effects such as 
long chain polymers, there is little or no change which has to be made in the basic theory 
or its structure. When th'e Gibbsian construct is used, one obtains explicit expressions for 
surface tension, surface excess, etc. directly in terms of the intermolecular or nonlocal 
properties of the fluid. It is also shown that the Gibbsian construct is meaningful in that 
the intermolecular forces have a zero resultant for homogeneous states, and hence only 
come into play when there are departures from homogeneous states such as accur in phase 
bou~dary regions or in regions .where the fluid or gas has specified solid boundaries. 

2. Functions, functionals and free energy 

We specifically delimit consideration to the equilibrium behavior of a one-component 
fluid which is assumed to be both physically and thermodynamically continuous. Inclusion 
of fluids comprised of many molecular species, some or all of which manifest orientation 
properties, is readily accomplished once the one-component case has been treated. Note 
will be made at the point in the argument where modifications have to .be made in order 
to illClude orientation effects, since the modeling of such effects is les~ familiar than the 
corresponding problem of including multiple chemical species. 

Classical thermodynamics assumes that a local free energy density (free energy per 
unit mass) can be defined .within homogeneous parts of a one-component fluid. When the 
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fluid is in a state of thermodynamic equilibrium, this free energy ' density can ._ 
written as 

(2.1) 

where 0 and (} are the values of the temperature and the mass density at the point in the 
fluid where f is evaluated. The form of the function/( · , ·) then characterizes the chemical 
component which comprises the fluid. 

The primary purpose of this paper is to extend the formulation in terms of a free energy 
density so as to account for configurations in which the homogeneity assumption is not 
satisfied. In particular, we wish to account for the presence of nonzero density ~adients 
in equilibrium states, such as occur in the transition region between two phases of-a one
component fluid. Further, since nonzero density gradients in an equilibrium state arise 
as a consequence of intermolecular forces, an extension of a free energy formulation should 
give rise to a representation of the intermolecular forces in a natural way. Obviously, the 
formulation must be consistent with thermodynamic principles, reduce to a formulation 
based upon (2.1) if the density is homogeneous, and lead to the known results for the sur~ 
face tension on a boundary between two phases and on the physical boundary of the 
fluid as a whole. 

We assume a reference configuration for the fluid and refer the "particles" of the 
fluid to a material coordinate system {X«} of this reference configuration. The-mass density 
e(X) and the temperature O(X) are assumed to be defined at each particle X of the fluid 
in the reference configuration. As is customary, the current configuration _of the fluid is 
referred to spatial coordinates {xi} which are related to the reference coordinates by 
a one-to-one continuously differentiable transformation 
(2.2) x = x(X), X = X(x). 

Further, let B denote the region of £ 3 occupied by the fluid in the reference configuration 
and let b be the region of £ 3 occupied by the fluid in the current configuration, B and b 
being related by the mapping (2.2). 

The essential departure of the treatment of this paper from that of classical thermody
namics is the presence of N functions qr(x, e(x); z, e(z)), F = 1, ... , N, which are used 
in forming the N functionals 

(2.3) kr[e](x) = f e(z)qr(x, e(x); z, e(z))dV(z). 
b 

We demand that each of these N functionals be unchanged in value for each x e b when the 
current configuration is changed by an arbitrary time-independent rigid body displacement 
(invariance under time-independent rigid body motions). This gives us the requirement 

(2.4) qr(x, e(x); z, e(z)) = qr(e(x), e(z), r(x, z)), 
where 

(2.5) r(x, z)2 = (z-x) · (z-x) = r(z, x)2
; 

The explicit x and z dependence of gr is therefore isotropic. We shall have cause to place 
several mild additional restrictions on the functions grin the next section. 

It is at this point that modifications must be made if the fluid particles exhibit orienta
tion effects. What must be done is to include an orientation field j(x) associated with each 
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hid particle and to replace the functions·· fJr by· functions of the form hr{x-,.e(x), j (x); 
z, e(z), j (z)). Invariance under time-independent rigid body deformations then gives 

hr = gr(e,(x), e(z), r(x, z), j (x) · (x--:-z), j (z) · (x- z), j (x) · j (z), ... ), 

so that we obtain anisotropic explicit dependence on x and z. 
Next, we assume that the free energy density at any point x of b can be written in the form 

(2.6) f = !(8~ e(x); kr[e](x)). 

The total free energy of the fluid .body is then given by.the functional of functionals 

(2.7) F(b) = j e(x)f(8, e(x); kr[e](x))dV(x). 
b 

In view of the invariance of the functions gr, we have that F(h) and/(8, e(x); kr(e)(x)) 
are invariant under time-independent rigid body deformations. 

Although we cannot establish direct interpretations of the functionals kr[e](x) at this 
point, there are several observations that can be made with respect to models previously 
reported in the literature. First, if we expand e(z) = e(x+(~~x)) in a Taylor series in 
(z- x), it is evident that (2.3) can be written in the equivalent form 

kr[e](x) = hr(x, e(x), Ve(x) · Ve(x), V2e(x), ... ). 

Second, if the dependence of the function~gr on r(x, z) is taken to be sufficiently singular 
at r = 0, we again obtain representations of kr[eJ(x) in the above form. A substitution 
of these representations of kr[e](x) in (2.6) -then gives 

f = f(8, e, Ve · Ve, V2e, ... ). 

The theory presented here will thus have those of VAN der W AALS [6], CAHN and HILLIARD 

[7, 10], and MORRIS [9] as approximations. Although the formulation we use appears 
more complex than those based directly upon density gradients, we hope to convince the 
reader of its physical simplicity and its intrinsic advantages. In particular, we will show 
a direct relation between the functionals kr[e](x) and the intermolecular forces which are 
known to be present in real fluids. 

Classical Oibbsian thermodynamics is usually formulated in terms of variations of 
quantities such as total free energy. It is therefore useful to pause at this point and establish 
the form which the variation of F(b) takes, since we now have to deal with functionals 
of functionals. 

We consider two configurations x and x+6x(x) and two corresponding states 8(x), 
e(x) and 8(x) + M(x), e(x) + 6e(x), where 6x(x), M(x) and 6e(x) are arbitrary C 1 functions 
defined over b. The first thing we have to note is that 

(2.8) f "I fJlJxi} lJ hdV(x) = .J lJh+hai' dV(x), 
b b 

where the summation convention is assumed. This result is easily established ·by writing 

J hdV(x) = J hjdet(fJxi jfJX")jdV(X)., computing the variation in terms of functions defined 
b B 

over the reference configuration, and then transforming back to an integration over the 
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current configuration b. The following result is now an immediate consequence of the defi
nition of the operation ~ (Frechet differentiation) 

f { a~x1(x) of 
(2.9) ~F(b) = f~e(x) + ef- -Txi" +e 7fO ~O(x) 

b 

Similarly, we have 

+e(z) a~~~) de(z) +e(z) ~~ 1. dx'(x) +e(z) ~:.\. bx'(z)}dv(z). 

However, (2.4) and (2.5) give 

ogr I = _!_ ogr (z--x-) 
oz1 

" r or ' ' 

and 

o~x1(z) a i i a 
(!(z)gr ozi = ozi (e(z)gr~X (z))- ~X (z) ozi (e(z)gr)• 

Upon substitution of these results into (2.10), we obtain 

(2.11) dkr[e](x) = J {grde(z)+e(z)gr a~~:~z) +e(z) a:~~) de(x) 
b 

+e(z) a~~~) de(z)+ r~~~) a:: {(x-z). dx(x)+(z-x). <lx(z))}dV(z). 

We now set 

(2.12) 

{2.13) 

( 
of )* = of(O, e(z); kx [e](z)) 
okr okr[e](z) ' 

gr. = Kr(e(z), e(x), r{x, z)), 

so that g* comes from replacing z by x and x by z in the functions g. When (2.11) is sub
stituted into (2.9) and the order of integrations in the resulting double integrals is inter
changed, we obtain 

(2.14) bF(b) = [ e(x) V+ [ e(z)(:L)*g_::,}V(z)} a~:~x) dV(z) 

+ f e(x) % ~O{x)dV(x) + f e(x) :{ ~x1(x)dV(x) 
b b i 

+ [ {!+ [ e(z)( a~J g_::,}V(z)+e(x) ~~}be(x)dV(x), 

3 Arch. Mech. Stos. nr 1175 
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34 D. G. B. EDELEN 

where 

(2.15) {Jf = f e(z) { of ogr + ( .Of)* ogf.}(x'-zi)dV(z) 
{Jx1 r(x, z) okr or okr or ' 

b 

fJf of I J { of ogr ( of }* og;. } di - oe(x) kr + e(z) okr -oe(x) + okr oe(x) dV(z). 
b 

(2.16) 

We note that (2.15) gives 

f e(x) {Jf dV(x) = J J e(x)e(z) { of ogr + ( of)* og;,l (x'-zi)dV(z)dV(x) 
{Jx1 r(x, z) okr or okr or 

b b b 

= f f e(x)e(z) of ogr {(x'-z~ +(zi-x')}dV(z)dV(x) 
r(x, z) okr or ' 

b b 

upon interchange of the orders of integration in the term involving "starred" quantities. 
We thus have the identity 

(2.17) J e(x) :~ dV(x} = 0. 
b 

This result will be fundamental in establishing a physical interpretation of {Jff fJxi in the 
next section. 

There is one further notational convenience which we shall need in later sections. 
Define the quantity f* by the relation 

(2.18) 

It is then easily seen that 

(2.19) of a (f f*) 
758 = oO(x) + ' 

(2.20) :~ = 0~1 (f+f*)le~<xh 
(2.21) fJf a (f f*) Te" = oe(x) + ' 
while (2.14) becomes 

(2.22) lJF(b) = f e(x)(f+f*) ofJ;~~x) dV(x) 
b 

+ fe(x){o(f+f*) M(x)+ o(f+f*) I tJx'(x)}dv(x) 
oO(x) ox' "<x> 

b 

+ J {t+r+e a~~~·> }<~e(x)dV(x). 
b 
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It thus follows that if we replace f by f + f*, then we can use the standard formulae from 
the calculus of variations provided we compute all partial derivatives with respect to 
functions of x alone; that is, we hold all z-dependence fixed during the integration process. 
The function/+!* thus acts as an effective free energy per unit mass and accounts for the 
functional dependence of the function! Quantities like f + f* have bee~ obtained previous
ly [12, 13] in the study of the thermodynamics of syste!US in which the energy density is 
a function of functionals. The term "protopotential" has been used to signify quantities like 
f +!*, since {2.19)-(2.21) show that it is/+!* which acts as a potential-like function rather 
than just f as is the case in the classical analysis. We note that the results obtained above 
can also be derived directly within the discipline of the nonlocaJ calculus of variations [14]. 

3. Conditions for mechanical equilibrium 

The current configuration b is assumed to be in a state of mechanical equilibrium at 
constant temperature anq under the action of an externally imposed body force field B(x) 
and applied tractions T(x)loy on the boundary, ob, of b per unit of surface area of ob. 
The outward directed normal to ob is denoted by n(x). 

The simplest way of realizing the conditions imposed by the assumed mechanical equilib
rium is to use the variational approach of Gibbs. Thus, let c5x(x) and c5g(x) be variations 
of the spatial configuration and the density of the fluid, and set c50(x) = 0 in accordance 
with the assumption of constant temperature. Since mass is conserved in each part of a fluid 
body during any deformation, while the mass of any part p of b is given by 

M(p) = f g(x)dV(x), 
p 

we obtain the condition 

(3.1) c5g(x) = -e(x)V · c5x(x); 

that is, 

c5 M(p) = J { c5g(x) + g(x) V · c5x(x)} dV(x). 
b 

All variations are thus a consequence of the variation c5x(x) of the configuration of the 
fluid. The "virtual work" performed on the body by the externally applied forces (body 
forces and surface tractions) as a consequence of the variatiOn c5x(x) is given by 

(3.2) c5 W(b) = J B(x) · c5x(x)dV(x) + J T(x) · c5x(x)dS(x). 
b ab 

The standard Gibbsian definition of mechanical equilibrium then takes the following form. 
The configuration b with mass density g(x) is in mechanical equilibrium at constant tempera
ture 0 if, and only if, 

(3.3) c5F(b) ~ c5W(b) 

holds for all variations c5x(x) which conserve mass. 

3* 
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When the conditions (3.1) and !50(x) = 0 are substituted into (2.14), we obtain 

(3.4) dF(b) = J e(x){ ::. dx1(x)-e{x) :~ Od;~~x) }dV(x) 
b 

= f{e ::, + 0~; (e(x)2 Y')}!5x'(x)dV(x)- f e(x)2 ~L!5xi(x)ni(x)dS(x). 
b e ob e 

Accordingly, (3.2) through (3.4) demand that 

(3.5) J {e ::. + a!• {e(x)2 %))dx'(x)dV{x) 
b 

- J e(x)2 ~~ !5x1(x)n,(x)dS(x) ~ J B, ~x1dV(x) + .f T1(x) ~xi(x)dS(x) 
ob e b ob 

hold for all C1 functions ~x(x) of b. A subset of such functions consists of all C 1 which 
vanish on the boundary of b. The fundamental lemma of the calculus of variations then 
shows that a necessary condition for satisfaction of the requirement {3.5) is that 

(3.6) 

hold at all points interior to b. Putting this result back into (3.5), we are left with 

f e(x)2 ;f !5x1(x)n1dS(x) ~ f T1(x).~.x 1(x)dS(x). 
ob e ob 

The fundamental lemma of the calculus of variations applied to C 1 functions !5x(x) over 
the two-dimensional space ob then gives the necessary conditions 

(3.7) 

Since these conditions are obviously sufficient for satisfaction of (3.5), (3.6) and (3.7) are 
the conditions for the mechanical equilibrium of a fluid body bat constant temperature 0. 

The body force B(x) and the surface traction T(x)lob are already identified. The bound
ary conditions (3. 7) and the standard definition of thermodynamic pressure P in terms of 
the variational derivative of the internal energy density give 

(3.8) P = e(x)2 ~~. 
We can thus restate the conditions for mechanical equilibrium in the equivalent form 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

!5f 
B(x)-VP = l!(jX' 

T(x)lob = - P(x)lobD. 

Further, if we introduce a stress tensor {t11 } by the standard static relation 

(3.11) 
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(3.9) can be written in the equivalent form 

(3.12) 

This shows that 

(3.13) 
lJf 

mi = - lJxi 

may be interpreted as an internally generated body force field per unit mass. Accordingly, 
(2.2) shows that (f +f*) is a protopotential for this body force field [12]. This interpre
tation is further substantiated, since the total resultant of this internal body force field 
is given by 

-J e(x) :~ dV(x) 
b 

and hence vanishes for every configuration b and every mass density function e(x) by (2.17); 
further, for the classical case where f = f(O, e(x)), mi = 0. The simplest explanation 
of such an internally generated body force field is provided by the intermolecular forces 
which are ignored in the classic treatment. Thus, although we cannot make an unequivocal 
identification of mi with the intermolecular forces, such an identification is ndt inconsistent 
with the formulation presented here. 

It is wort~ considering a simple explicit model at this point on order to see that the 
results obtained are physically plausible. Let h(r(x, z)) r(x, z)- 1 (z-x) denote the force 
that is ·exerted on a molecule at x by a molecule at z. If N denotes the number of mole
cules per unit mass, then Ne(z) h(r(x, z)) r(x, z)- 1 (z-x)dV(z) is the force on a molecule 
at x due to all molecules in a volume element dV(z). The force per unit volume at x due 
to all molecules is accordingly given by 

J N 2h(r(x z)) 
e(x) e(z) ( ) (z-x)dV(z) 

b r x, z 

= -e(x)vxJ e(z)g(r(x, z))dV(z) = -e(x) :x J egdV(z), 
b b 

where 

g(r(x, z)) = N 2 J h(r(x, z))dr. 

Thus, if we take 

(3.14) f=fo(O, e)++ J e(z)g(r(x, z))dV(z), 
b 

then 

(3.15) -e :~ = emi = -e 0~1 J e(z)g(r(x, z))dV(z) 
b 

f N 2h(r(x z)) 
= e(x) e(z) ( ') (z-x)dV(z). 

r x .z 
b ' 
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This gives the identification 

(3.16) gt (e(x), e(z), r(x, z)) = g(r(x, z)), 

when (2.3) and (2.6) are used. Further, this model gives 

(3 17) p - 2 (Jf - 2 ofo . -e di-e Te' 
which is in complete agreement with the classical theory if / 0 (0, e) is identified with the 
classic free energy density. The formalism we have constructed above thus provides a con
sistent treatment of this simplistic model of intermolecular forces. Particular note should 
be made of the "gradient property" exhibited by (3.15). This property will be shown to be 
of great importance below. 

The macroscopic phenomenological formulation of intermolecular interactions pre
sented here has a further aspect which is most easily illustrated in the simplistic model 
considered above. For motions in a neighborhood of an equilibrium state, the governing 
equations are conservation of mass, 

(3.18) e+eV· V= 0, 

and balance of linear momentum, 

(3.19) v = ~(-vP- (Jf +B). e (Jx 

When (3.14) and (3.17) are used, the linear momentum equation becomes 

. _ 1 v( 2 ofo) 1 B J ( ) N 2
h(r(x, z)) ( )dV( ) 

V - - e e Te + e + e z r(X, z) Z-X z . 
b 

(3.20) 

Since the nonlocal term is a linear operator on the density, standard techniques of the acous
tic approximation and Fourier transform methods may be employed. Comparison of the 
results so obtained with experimental phonon dispersion relations can then be used as in 
reference [16] to infer the function h(r(x, z)). Intermolecular forces determined in this 
manner lead to computations of surface tension and surface excess by use of the results 
which are given in Sec. 6. A specific method is thus provided for correlating phonon di
spersion experiments for quasi-homogeneous single phases with effects present in regions 
of demarcation between distinct phases. 

4. Integrability and equations of state 

If we use a subscript h to designate quantities referred to homogeneous states, then 
classic theory gives 

2 ofi, 
Ph =eh--, Bh = -ehVcf>, 

oeh 
(4.1) 

where 4> is the body force (gravitational) potential, and 

(4.2) 
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The integrability conditions of ( 4.2) give us 

(4.3) 0 = VxVPh = -Ve1,xVcp 

and hence there exists a function ex such that 

(4.4) 

The integrability conditions of (4.4) in turn imply ex = cx(e) and hence (4.2) and (4.4) 
become 

(4.5) 

Integration then gives 

ph = - f ehcx(eh)deh +constant, 

J cx(eh)deh = 4> +constant. 
(4.6) 

Further, since() is constant, the function ex can depend on() as can the integration constants 
in (4.6). This proves the existence of a local equation of state; i.e., the pressure at a point x 
is a function of the density at the same point x. 

For the theory given here, (4.2) is replaced by (see (3.9)) 

(4.7) VP = e(b+m), 

where we have written 

(4.8) B = eb, 
~~ 

m= -1X. 

Since mechanical equilibrium demands that ( 4. 7) be satisfied, its integrability conditions 
must likewise be satisfied. We therefore must have 

0 = VxVP = Vex(b+m)+eVx(b+m). 

Equations (2.5) and (4.8) show that m is determined by the manner in which f depends 
on the functionals kr(e](x) and on the functions Kr· Accordingly, these dependences must 
be such as to satisfy the integrability conditions 

(4.9) eVx(b+m)+Vex(b+m) = 0. 

An integration of ( 4. 7) now gives 
X 

(4.10) P(x) = P(x0)+ J e(b+m)· dx, 
xo 

where x0 is a given point in the fluid body b and the integral is a line integral along any 
path in b connecting x0 and x. This shows that the pressure is a functional rather than just 
a function of the density; that is, the pressure at x depends upon the density at points 
other than x. 

Several interesting conclusions can be drawn from the above analysis for the classic 
fluid. We first observe that the results obtained from the equilibrium condition (4.7) do 
not depend on the assumption of a free energy density function. If we set m = 0, we ob
tain the following results. An equilibrium state of a classic fluid at constant temperature can 
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exist in the presence of a body force field b per unit mass if, and only if, eV x b +Vex b = 0. 
X 

If this condition is satisfied, then P = J eb · dx +constant. If the body force field is con-
xo 

servative, then the existence of an equilibrium state at constant temperature implies the 
existence of a function h(O, e) such that P = h(O, e). This in turn implies the existence of 
a function f 0 (0, e) such that af0 (0, e)Jae = e- 2h(O, e) = Pe- 2

, and hence there exists 
a free energy density function for the fluid. 

It is customary to have a conservative body force field b per unit mass, while the simple 
example constructed at the end of the last section gave a conservative field m. We therefore 
confine our attention in the remainder of this section to the conservative case 

(4.11) b+m = Vtp, V x (b+m) = 0, 

so that 

(4.12) m= Vtp-b. 

Under these conditions, ( 4.9) reduces to 

(4.13) ct(e) Ve = v'P = b +m 

and hence ( 4. 7) gives 

(4.14) VP = ect(e)Ve. 

Integrations of (4.13) and (4.14) give us 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

P = J ect(e)de +constant, 

tp = J ct(e)de +constant, 

where the last equations is equivalent to 

(4.17) b+m =V J ct(e)de. 

The conservative case ( 4.11) thus leads to the existence of a local equation of state ( 4.15). 
Accordingly, there exists a functionf0 (0, e) such that 

(4.18) p = e2 r; 1. = I e<X(e)de +constant. 

· When (3.8) is combined with (4.18), we obtain 

(4.19) 
llf afo(O, e) 

Ye" = ae 

We thus conclude that .the nonlocal pressure-density relation (3.8) is equivalent to a local 
pressure density relation (4.18) in the conservative case. Finally, we note that for a con
servative body force field b per unit mass, the conservative case can only be obtaied when 

(4.20) Vxm = 0. 
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5. Conditions for thermodynamic equilibrium 

Classically, a body is said to be in a state of thermodynamic equilibrium if, and only if, 
it is in a state of mechanical equilibrium and the total energy of the body is a minimum 
relative to all competing states with the same total entropy. Thus, let 'YJ denote the entropy 
density of"the fluid, let e denote the total internal energy density of the fluid, and let 4> 
denote the potential energy field of the external forces per unit mass. We then have 

(5.1) e =f+O'Y)+cp. 

Mechanical equilibrium being the absence of all accelerations and the conservation of 
mass, we must have 

(5.2) M(b) = J edV(x), 
b 

while a simple transformation of coordinates to the center of mass allows us to dispense 
with the kinetic energy terms. The total energy is thus given by 

(5.3) E(b) = J e(f+4>+0YJ)dV(x). 
b 

Finally, since mechanical equilibrium fixes the configuration, c5x(x) = 0. Accordingly, 
a fluid is in a state of thermodynamic equilibrium if, and only if, 

(5.4) c5E(b) ~ 0 

holds for all variations c50(x), c5YJ(x), c5e(x) ( c5x(x) = 0) for which the total mass M(b) 
and the total entropy 

(5.5) S(b) = J eYJdV(x) 
b 

are invariant in value. 
The first thing we do is to convert the above variational problem with constraints into 

a free variational problem by introducing Lagrange multipliers rx and {J. The condition 
for thermodynamic equilibrium thus becomes 

(5.6) c5 f e(f+c/J+(O-rx)YJ_;_fJ)dV(x) ~ 0 
b 

shall hold for all variations c50(x), c5YJ(x) and be(x) with c5x(x) = 0. When (2.22) is used 

to eliminate c5F(b) = c5 f efdV(x) from (5.6) with c5x(x) = 0, we are left with 
b 
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We thus obtain the conditions 

(5.8) () = ex = constant,. 

(5.9) 
o(f+f*) 

fJ = - ao ' 

(5.10) f +!* +4> +e 
0~1~*) = {J =constant 

for thermodynamic equilibrium. Since mechanical equilibrium is assumed, we also have 

(5.11) P _ 2 ~! _ 2 o(f +!*) 
- e ~ - e oe(x) 

and hence (5.10) assumes the form 

(5.12) 
p 

f+f* = {1-lj>--. . (! 

We have seen that f +!* plays the role of a thermodynamic potential in the theory 
presented here, in contrast to the classic theory in which f is the basic thermodynamic 
potential. If we follow classic thermodynamics with the symbol "d" replaced by ~' or if 
we use the definition of the intrinsic chemical potential used by HART [15] and by CAHN 

and HILLIARD [1 0], then 

(5.13) J !l~e(x)dV(x) = J- :(}!(~) I ~e(x)dV(x). 
b b (! ~ 

However,~ ~~:~ 1 •.. be(x)dV(x) is given by (2.22) upon setting MJ = 0, bx(x) = 0, 

and hence 

(5.14) [ pbe(x)dV(x) = [ (t+.f*+e iJ~~~*)}be(x)dV(x). 

Since this equality is to hold for all C1 functions ~e(x), we obtain the following expression 
for the intrinsic chemical potential: 

(5.15) ll =!+f*+e o(f+f*) =!+!*+!_. 
oe(x) e 

Thus, (5.12) can be written in the classic Gibbsian form 

(5.16) 
p 

!+!* = !l-e 
and the equilibrium condition (5.15) becomes 

(5.17) !l + 4> = fJ = constant. 

It is thus seen that we obtain all of the classic results although/and hencef* and ll are now 
functions of functionals of the state variables. 
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6. The fundamental equation for a phase boundary and a physical boundary 

Up to this point, the functions gr(e(x), e(z), r(x, z)) have been quite general. We now 
specialize these functions in order to realize the requirement that intermolecular forces 
are short range forces. Section 3 showed that -e(x)~f/~x was the force per unit volume 
that acted upon the fluid element because of the arguments kr[e](x) and we have 

~~ J { of ogr ( of)* og;,} · x-z 
(6.1) g(x)~ = e(x)e(z) okr 7fT+ okr ar r(x, zr dV(z) 

b 

= J e(x) e( z) { agr(e(x~~ e< z), r) a! r /(e(x). 0. kr[e](x)) 
b 

+ agr(e(z), e(x), r) _a_f( (z) () k [n] (z))} x-z- dV(z) 
or okr e ' ' r ~ r(x, z) 

and 

(6.2) r ~~ 
. e(x) /Jx dV(z) = o. 
b 

We now assume that 

(6.3) 
a 

-
0

, gr(e(x), e(z), r) = 0 for r > L, 

where L is a given length that is characteristic of the molecular composition of the fluid. 
If s(x, L) denotes the ball with center at x and radius L, then (6.1) can be written as 

/Jf J { of ogr ( of)* ogt.} x-z 
(6.4) g(x)Tx = e(x)e(z) okr 7fT+ okr ar r(x, z) dV(z). 

s(x, L),-..b 

Further, for L sufficiently small, it is to be expected that 

kr[e] (x) = j e(z)gr(e(x), e(z), r(x, z))dV(z) 
b 

should admit of expansions in powers of Ve(x) which can be terminated after only a few 
terms with a small error. We would then be led back to previous theories based upon 
f = f(O, e(x), Ve · Ve(x), V2e(x), ... ). In other words, it is the short range of the inter
molecular forces in real materials which validates theories based upon the approximation 
f = f(O, e, Ve · Ve, V2e). Such approximations and their attendent complications are 
unnecessary if we allow for functional arguments kr[e](x) in f. 

It now follows that for constant density 

(6.5) (e(x) ~1 )1 = o 
~X (} = constant 

at every point x within the body b which is a distance L away from any point on the 
boundary of b. We then have the classical results for constant density at all points of the 
body a distance L away from boundary points. 
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Gibbs' thermodynamics of internal phase boundary surfaces may now be obtained 
from our previous results. We consider a part p of the fluid which contains a section of 
a phase boundary between two phases. We also consider the fluid as modeled by two homo
geneous phases ex and p with a phase boundary S. Under these conditions, it is convenient 
to take the piece p of the fluid to be comprised of a curvilinear cylinder, so that the coordi
nate lines x 3 form orthogonal trajectories of a family of surfaces, one of which is the phase 
boundary surface S, and for convenience we choose x 3 = 0 to specify the surface S. The 
coordinates x 1 and x 2 are then surface coordinates in the phase boundary S. Since the 
range of molecular forces is small, we can also assume that the piece pis bounded by the 
surfaces x 3 = -h1 and x 3 = h2 , where h1 and h2 are positive numbers significantly 
greater in value than L. The element of volume in these coordinates is then given by [9] 

(6.6) 

where 

(6.7) 

K = mean curvature of S, K' = Gaussian curvature of S, and dS denotes the element of 
differential surface area. Let efP, p«P and f~P denote the density, pressure and free energy 
of the corresponding homogeneous phases ex and {3. Since J<tf contains no functionals as 
arguments, we havefgP• = 0. The surface excess p<s> (p) of the thermodynamic protopo
tential f + f* for a part p of the body can accordingly be written 

(6.8) 
p p 

When (5.16) and (5.17) are substituted into this expression and we note that the same exter
nal body force acts on the actual fluid and on the ideal phases ex and {3, we obtain 

(6.9) 
p p 

h'1. 

= f ({3-l/J)(e-e«P)dV(x)+ J dS f (P«P-P)vdx3
• 

p -hl 

Now, if p cuts out a sufficiently small piece of surface LIS, (6.9) gives 

(6.10) p<s>(p) = J J<s>ds ~ J<s>LJS 
LiS 

where 

(6.11) 
p 

is the surface excess of mass and 

h2 

(6.12) a= J (p«fi-P)vdx3 

-hl 
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is the surface tension. When (5.17) is used, we thus obtain the classical result 

(6.13) J<s> = ,ulsm<s>jL1S +a. 

We can now use the results obtainedin the previous section on mechanical equilibrium 
to evaluate the surface tension. With b = - Vl/>, (4.7) gives 

(6.14) VP = -'-(JVl/J+em, 

where 

(6.15) m=- flf =- o(f+f*) l · 
fJx ox 11 

On the other hand, if r denotes the surface excess of mass per unit area of the idealized 
phase boundary surface, we have 

(6.16) 

Combining (6.14) and (6.15) gives us 

(6.17) V(P«P_p) = {e-eafl-TfJ(x3 = 0)} Vl/J-em, 

and hence 
~ ~ 

(6.18) (p«P_P)(x3) = J {e-eab_TfJ(x3 = 0)} :~, dx3'- J em3,dx3', 
-hl -hl 

since p«P( -hd = P( -h1). When this is substituted into (6.12), we see that 

h2 x3 h2 x3 

(6.19) u = - J J em3dx3''Vdx3 + I I {e-e«P-TfJ(x3 = 0)} :~, dx3''Vdx3. 
ht -hl -hl -hl 

Since the last term can be made to vanish by properly positioning the phase boundary 
surface, we finally have 

h2 ~ 

(6.20) "= J J ea~;['> I. (x3 ")dx•"vdx3
• 

hl -hl 

Also, upon noting that e«(x3 = h1) = e(x3 = h1), eP(x3 = h2) = e(x3 = h2), we obtain 

0 ~ ~ 

dS f e«,dx3 +dS f eflvdx3 +TdS = dS f evdx3, 
-hl 0 -hl 

so that 

h2 0 h2 

(6.21) T = f evdx3- f e«vdx3- f eflvdx3 = m<s>jL1S. 
-~ ~ 0 

Hence 

~ 0 ~ 

(6.22) m<s> = L1S f evdx3-L1S{ f ea,dx3 + f eP,dx3} . 
-hl -hl 0 
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We now come to the question of the physical boundary ob of the fluid body b. We have 
already seen that the intermolecular force field m(x) vanishes for homogeneous states 
only if X is further than the characteristic distance L from ob. Accordingly, we may persue 
the same analysis as above with respect to the boundary ob. In this instance, however, 
since we have included intermolecular forces in the fluid, we should also include the effects 
of the intermolecular forces which arise from molecules of the material which constitutes 
the material boundary of the fluid body. We therefore write 

(6.23) b = -VljJ-V1p, 

where ljJ is the usual potential for the external field, while 1p is the potential for the in
termolecular forces which are applied to the fluid from molecules outside of the body. On 
the other hand, if we replace the fluid by an idealized homogeneous phase ex, then the only 
body force on the phase ex is given by - Vl/J. This gives us the same results as obtained 
above, where the integrals now extend from x 3 = 0 to x 3 = h2 • In particular, we have 

(6.24) 

(6.25) 

However, 

(6.26) 

(6.27) 

so that 

and hence 

(6.28) 

(6.29) 

h2 

(] = J (P«-P)'vdx3 , 

0 

m<'> = J (e-fl)dV(x). 
pr-.b 

VP = -e(Vl/J+V1Jl)+em, 

VP« = -e«VljJ-Fd(x3 = O)Vl/J, 

~ ~ 

P"-P = J (e-e"-n(x, = O)) ::. dx'' + J e (:_:. -m,} dx3
' 

0 0 

ht h, 

f f (o(f+f*)j 01p ) d 3'd 3 
(] = (! ox3' fl - ox3' " x x ' 

0 0 

h2 h2 

F = f evdx3- f e«vdx3 = m<'> ft1S. 
0 0 

The theory presented here thus provides for the known surface effects of fluids in the pres
ence of physical boundaries not comprised of the fluid. 
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